
 

Photograph and Publicity Consent- Notification Form 
 
 
 
 

 
The American College of Greece (also called herein as “Data Controller” or “ACG”) hereby 
informs you that it collects, processes and stores, in electronic or paper form your name, 
degree and year of graduation, professional and business activity, academic background, 
pictures, images, likeness, voice, and/or appearance as such may be embodied in any 
pictures, photos, video recordings, audiotapes and digital images that you have provided to 
ACG and/or taken in the context of the activities of ACG/ events of ACG to use in promotional 
or educational material (indicatively posters, online videos, newsletter, ACG’s website or 
social-media accounts) 
 
You agree that ACG has complete ownership of produced material as the before mentioned, 
including the entire copyright, and may use them for any purpose consistent with ACG’s 
missions. These uses include, but are not limited to illustrations, videos, reprints, 
reproductions, publications, advertisements, and any promotional or educational materials in 
any medium now known or later developed, including the Internet.  
 
ACG collects, processes and stores, in electronic or paper form, the above personal data, 

according to the provisions of the applicable legislation on personal data, namely the 

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council (“General Data 

Protection Regulation”) and Greek legislation on personal data protection, as in effect from 

time to time (called herein as “the Personal Data Legislation”), and according to the specific 

terms and conditions set forth below: 

ACG collects the above personal data solely for the purpose of promoting and informing the 

public regarding the activities of ACG and maintaining memorabilias, subject to the 

conditions described herein. The legal basis of the above processing is your written consent 

granted hereby and the serving of the legitimate interests of ACG.  

The above personal data will be accessible and processed by authorized employees of ACG, 

who will process the personal data solely for the fulfillment of the below mentioned 

purposes, and by no means for their own benefit. Furthermore, some of the above personal 

data will be accessible and processed, within the framework of their responsibilities, by 

authorized external associates of ACG for the fulfillment of the aforementioned purposes. 

ACG will keep and process the above personal data for a time period of 10 years since the 

receipt of the consent.  

Subject to the exceptions, conditions and limitations provided by the Personal Data 

Legislation, you can exercise your right of access, rectification, restriction of processing, 

objection, erasure of the above personal data, as well as the right to data portability. In case 

you exercise one of the aforementioned rights, ACG will take any possible measure for the 

prompt satisfaction of your request, according to the specific provisions and conditions of the 

Personal Data Legislation, and shall inform you in writing regarding the satisfaction of your 



 

request, or for the reasons that prevent the exercise or the satisfaction thereof according to the 

Personal Data Legislation. 

In addition, you may at any time withdraw your present consent, without however affecting the 

lawfulness of processing based on consent before its withdrawal (e.g. publication to album, 

posting to website) and the processing based on any other legal basis. The obligation of 

deletion on behalf of ACG apparently does not occur in relation to photos, which have been 

included in commemorative albums/documents of ACG. 

Furthermore, you have the right to lodge a complaint with the Hellenic Data Protection 

Authority, in case you consider that the processing of your personal data is against the 

applicable legislation.  

Ιf you have any queries in relation to the protection of your personal data or you wish to 

exercise your legal rights, you can contact the Data Protection Officer of ACG by using the 

following contact details: 

Address: 6 Gravias Street, Aghia Paraskevi, 15342, Greece 

E-mail address: dpo@acg.edu 

 


